SLATE OF CANDIDATES  (All terms commence July 1, 2006)

FACULTY TRUSTEE (1 vacancy, 4-year term)
Ronald Ehrenberg, Professor, Industrial & Labor Relations
Ronald Hoy, Professor, Neurobiology & Behavior
Bruce Lewenstein, Associate Professor, Communication
Christine Shoemaker, Professor, Civil & Environmental Engineering

ASSOCIATE DEAN AND SECRETARY OF THE FACULTY (3-year term)
A. Brad Anton, Associate Professor, Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering

AT-LARGE MEMBER, FACULTY SENATE (tenured) (2 vacancies, 3-year terms)
Abigail Cohn, Associate Professor, Linguistics
Rodney Dietert, Professor, Microbiology & Immunology
Risa Lieberwitz, Associate Professor, Industrial & Labor Relations
Jane Mt Pleasant, Associate Professor, Horticulture

AT-LARGE MEMBER, FACULTY SENATE (untenured) (1 vacancy, 3-year term)
Andre Kessler, Assistant Professor, Ecology & Evolutionary Biology
Suman Seth, Assistant Professor, Science & Technology Studies

NOMINATIONS AND ELECTIONS COMMITTEE (2 vacancies, 3-year terms)
Elizabeth Adkins-Regan, Professor, Psychology
Robert Buhrman, Professor, Applied & Engineering Physics
Kerry Cook, Professor, Earth & Atmospheric Sciences
John Smillie, Professor, Mathematics

UNIVERSITY FACULTY COMMITTEE (3 vacancies, 3-year terms)
Frederick Gouldin, Professor, Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering
Peter Hinkle, Professor, Molecular Biology & Genetics
Ellis Loew, Professor, Biomedical Sciences
Kathryn March, Professor, Anthropology
Carol Rosen, Professor, Linguistics